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There are many pressures in the health insurance industry.
There are a vast number of providers, payers, and patients
all looking for the best outcome.
and relentless pressure to reduce costs.
Avalon Healthcare Solutions is looking for better ways in
order to manage laboratory claims on behalf of health
insurers This is particularly important, as lab new tests
emerge.
Avalon knew that they needed a digital cloud based
solution to be successful.
Avalon looked at Accenture’s Insight Driven Health, and
Accenture AWS Business Group in order to bring the right
industry skills and technology experts to the table.
We sought out the help of Accenture, not only due to
their deep subject matter expertise in technology and
healthcare, but their ability to develop a robust solution
that we knew we could take care of when they left.
Claims Editing As a Service offers real time advice to our
health insurance clients in determining how a claim
should be paid. Building in the cloud allowed us to
quickly develop and scale our Claim Editor without
incurring the cost that many claim companies face in
building brick and mortar data centers.
It gives them a competitive advantage in the
marketplace. And they are positioned for growth,
scalability, flexibility and speed.
We process more than 25 thousand claims every day and
we do them (snap) in less than a second. And an accuracy
rate higher than 99%.
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At Avalon, we’re collecting a tremendous amount of data
both claim data and clinical data. You can use it to
provide better statistical analysis, use it to better
understand lab tests and their effectiveness as well as
manage costs.
I took a risk, with Avalon and Accenture but it’s a risk
that’s paid off, a one of a kind solution. And the
partnership we formed with Accenture and the AWS
Business Group helped us quickly create a solution that
met our needs, and met our timeline. Accenture and
Avalon Health Services worked together to have the
solution up and running in less than a year.
What’s important here is not only that we rein in costs
but that we insure that patients have access to quality,
affordable health care, ultimately, allowing them to lead
healthier and better lives.
We found real value in partnering with Accenture.

